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EAT WITH ME  
PRESS NOTES 

 
 

Logline 

When Emma moves in with her estranged, gay son, the pair must learn to reconnect 
through food where words fail, and face the foreclosure of the family’s Chinese restaurant 
and a stubborn fear of intimacy. 

Synopsis 

Tired of being invisible in a bland marriage, Emma moves in with her son Elliot in his loft in 
downtown LA. Elliot is a chef at a lackluster Chinese restaurant facing disclosure. Also, 
he’s gay – and Emma’s distaste and denial over this has made strangers of mother and 
son. But the two need each other now more than ever, and as Emma indulges herself with 
the encouragement of a saucy new friend, and Elliot confronts his fears of intimacy, the 
pair find ways to communicate, with food where words fail.  This auspicious directorial 
debut from David Au offers a fresh take on life, love, and food in the heart of Los Angeles 
through a deliciously emotional and redemptive story supported by an earnest cast led by 
Sharon Omi, Teddy Chen Culver, Nicole Sullivan (MADtv), and a surprise moment with 
George Takei. 
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EAT WITH ME  

FILMMAKER’S STATEMENT 
 
I’ve always wanted to make a dramedy about an Asian family that uses food as a tool to 
communicate, the real Asian way. EAT WITH ME is based on a short film I made in 2003 
called “Fresh Like Strawberries,” and it ultimately turned into this feature film.  It was a 
story that I obviously had to tell because it stayed with me from its inception as the short 
film. 
 
One day, my mom called me and told me that my dad cut off his wedding ring one night 
and decided not to wear it again because it was giving him a headache. She was laughing 
when she was retelling the story, and thought it was funny. We both knew my dad’s 
quirkiness.  My parents are still very much happily married, but at the time I thought to 
myself, what if my mom didn’t take it so well? What if she got mad and decided to get 
herself a new life? What would happen then? That became the premise of EAT WITH ME.  
 
The script has taken roughly 10 years to finish. It was based on my short film that I wrote 
and directed in 2003. I took the same characters and expanded their storylines into this 
full-length feature. Emma, the protagonist, is definitely someone I highly admire. Even 
though she has her demons to battle. At the end of the day, she has just enough courage 
to make a change for herself, despite how hard it is. Elliot, Emma’s son, is dealing with his 
own set of problems, but he’s very similar to his mother in certain ways. He constantly 
feels stuck in his life, not having much luck with relationships and his career. So when the 
mother and son finally come together, they are able to help each other to overcome their 
fears and life’s challenges. 
 
I wanted the characters to be real people rather than perfect Hollywood types. I wanted to 
show the laugh lines, the awkwardness and the fumbles that real people make.  The rest 
of the world generally doesn’t live soap opera dramas with evil twin husbands or perfectly 
coiffed hair.  I wanted to tell a very real tale that was grounded in “ordinary” life because 
this is a real people story. 
 
In the original short film, I cast SHARON OMI, TEDDY CHEN CULVER and KEN 
NARASAKI through open auditions. They were simply amazing, so I had to cast them. 
After that production, we all developed great friendships that flourished throughout the 
years. When EAT WITH ME came to life, I was lucky to have all of them come back for the 
same roles.  
 
With the rest of the casting, our casting directors PATRICK BACA and SHANA 
LANDSBURG found us the beautiful cast including NICOLE SULLIVAN, AIDAN BRISTOW, 
SCOTT KENIJI TAKEDA and BURT GRINSTEAD. 
 
During the callbacks for the Ian character, we had Teddy make out with every one of those 
actors.  I think we have that on video somewhere! 
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With casting the iconic George Takei, our producer, Joyce, literally sat three seats away 
from him and his husband, Brad Takei, at the opening of a play at East West Players in 
Los Angeles.  She took the bold step during intermission to approach them.  They started 
talking, and she mentioned EAT WITH ME to them.  After a lot of following up and even an 
initial “no,” the rest is history.  As far as I was concerned, GEORGE TAKEI IS IN OUR 
FILM! 
 
The hardest part of the shoot was the time constraints. We shot about 100 pages in 15 
days with 10 different locations. We were constantly competing with time and energy. We 
had an amazing team of cast and crew who all worked so hard during those days and 
stuck with us. We finished our last day at 3am in a parking lot outside of a grocery store 
with some cheap champagne. To be able to share that with such a talented group of 
people, that was definitely our triumph. 
 
One of the biggest challenges during the production was shooting the touching Emma and 
Elliot reconciliation scene—but not because of the emotionality of the scene.  There was a 
raging bachelorette party happening next door with strippers and we had to shoot in 
between the strippers’ sets.  The ladies next door even propositioned our First AD to go 
over and strip for them. 
 
As for the studio apartment that we shot in, it was over 100 degrees on that day that we 
shot the bedroom scenes with Elliot, Ian and Emma.  Air conditioning in the apartment was 
non-existent and we couldn’t run the fans while the camera was rolling, so we had to keep 
wiping down Teddy and Aidan to keep them from staining the sheets with their sweat. 
 
Because EAT WITH ME is a foodie film, we constantly had delicious food on set as props, 
like dumplings, tacos, chocolate tarts, and all kinds of Chinese food. That was a big tease 
to our crew as everyone had to fight the urge not eat it before we finished shooting. As 
soon as we called “CUT” on the last take of each scene, the entire cast and crew made a 
beeline for the food. It was the funniest thing to watch.  I’m pretty sure our producers 
wrapped over 300 dumplings by hand just for the shoot.  I think it will be another 10 years 
before we make another dumpling. 
 
The taco truck scene was probably one of cast and crew’s favorites during production 
because not only were they in the scene but everyone got all-you-can-eat-and-then-some 
hot tacos for lunch that day.  The funny thing about that scene is that Sharon actually put 
the hottest hot sauce on her taco for the first take.  She then took that bite but had to keep 
a straight face as her mouth was exploding in fire.  It’s the shot that actually made the final 
cut of the film.  She immediately downed a cup of water upon “CUT” and had to actually 
stop and let her mouth recover before we could roll the cameras again.  We had her put 
sauce on one taco but actually eat the other “stunt taco” for subsequent shots. 
 
Besides being hungry, I hope the audience will come out of the theater feeling energized 
about their own lives or inspired to make a change for the better.  There are different ways 
that I believe people will relate the film, either as a mother, as an adult child, or as a 
person seeking their path in life.  When they walk out of the theater, I want them to feel a 
sense of hope and recognition—that someone else gets where they’re at and where 
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they’re going to. 
 
EAT WITH ME is very personal to me because this story and these characters are 
something I’ve had been brewing in my head for over 10 years. These people (characters) 
innately became my family and I love every one of them with great passion. Joyce (my 
producer) and I were fortunate enough to pull together all the funding in order to bring this 
film to production, with a lot of support from our families and friends.  In some ways, it is a 
tribute to my mother.  I am very proud of what we made and we are glad we get to share 
this finished film with everyone now.   
 
- David Au 
Director – EAT WITH ME	  
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EAT WITH ME  

FILMMAKER BIOS 
 
David Au - Writer/Director/Editor/Producer 
David Au was born and raised in Hong Kong. At 18, he decided to move to Madison, 
Wisconsin, where he spent most of the next 4 years shivering. He graduated with 
Journalism and Theatre/Drama from University of Wisconsin-Madison.  In 2002, he quit his 
advertising job in Chicago to move to Los Angeles to study film. There, he wrote and 
directed his first short film FRESH LIKE STRAWBERRIES (Premiered at the 2004 San 
Francisco Asian American Film Festival), which later turned into his feature film debut EAT 
WITH ME. 
 
David had also edited feature narrative films THE AMERICAN DREAM (Premiered at 2011 
Cinequest Film Festival), AUGUST (Premiered at 2011 Seattle International Film Festival) 
and documentary feature BODYSEX WITH BETTY DODSON. 
 
Joyce Liu-Countryman - Producer 
Despite dreams to become a college professor, Joyce Liu-Countryman stumbled out of a 
doctorate in clinical psychology and in front of the camera.  She was plucked from an open 
casting call of thousands for the cast of the reality talent competition, I Wanna be a Soap 
Star (ABC/SoapNet), yet producing called her name.  As producer, her shorts, You’ve Got 
Junk Mail, won Best Writing in the 2009 LA 48 HFP Competition, and Choices was 
featured in numerous top 10 lists for Films to Watch in the 2010 YOFMYOMF 
Interpretations competition. Eat With Me marks her entry into feature film producing. 
 
Michelle Ehlen - Producer 
Michelle is a graduate of The Los Angeles Film School where she studied writing and 
directing. Her thesis short film, Half Laughing, aired nationally on LOGO and Here TV and 
is being distributed on DVD.  Michelle also produced, wrote, directed and acted in two 
critically acclaimed feature films, Butch Jamie and POP-U-larity. In 2012, she produced 
two gay indie film series, Eating Out: Drama Camp and Eating Out: The Open Weekend, 
which were released in theaters and DVD. Currently, Michelle is in post-production for her 
third feature film Heterosexual Jill, a sequel to Butch Jamie. 
 
 
Amanda Treyz - Director of Photography 
Amanda has always had a passion for making images. She was born in New York and 
grew up immersed in all the visual art the city has to offer. She came to Los Angeles in 
2002 to pursue filmmaking. She attended the LA film School, earning a Women in Film 
scholarship. After graduating, she honed her lighting skills for six years working mostly as 
a Gaffer. In 2006, she dedicated herself exclusively to Cinematography by going back to 
school at AFI. While there, she was awarded the Bennet Scholarship & a Fotokem Grant. 
Since graduating she’s photographed six feature films, numerous shorts & music videos. 
She’s also received a 2008 ASC Heritage award, and won Best Cinematography at the Big 
Bear Film Festival.  
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EAT WITH ME  

CAST BIOS 
 
Sharon Omi - Emma 
SHARON OMI works in theatre, film, and television, appearing in plays at the Ahmanson, 
Mark Taper Forum, South Coast Repertory, American Conservatory Theatre, Berkeley 
Repertory Theatre, and East West Players, among many others.  She most recently 
performed in ELEKTRA at The Getty Villa, NO NO BOY at the Miles Memorial Theatre and 
BLOOD WEDDING at the Odyssey Theatre.  She had the good fortune of working with 
David Au in his short film FRESH LIKE STRAWBERRIES and has also appeared in the 
films REMOVAL, PROM, CONSTANTINE, SPIDERMAN 3, 50 FIRST DATES, YELLOW, 
TERMINAL USA and ONLY THE BRAVE. Her television credits include, MODERN 
FAMILY, THE BIG BANG THEORY, SECRET LIFE OF THE AMERICAN TEENAGER, 
LOVE BITES, SOUTHLAND, BOSTON LEGAL, among others. 
 
Teddy Chen Culver - Elliot 
Born and raised in the San Francisco Bay Area, Teddy Chen Culver excelled in athletics 
before pursing the Dramatic Arts.  He passed on Collegiate Baseball Scholarships to 
attend Cornell University, where he nurtured a passion for acting, leading to starring roles 
in film and TV shows including ABC’s “FLASH FORWARD”, NBC’s “THE EVENT” and 
“LAW & ORDER: LA”, FOX’s “HOUSE” and most recently recurring on ABC’s "GENERAL 
HOSPITAL". 
 
Performing at various theaters across Los Angeles, including the BOSTON COURT, EAST 
WEST PLAYERS, and SOUTH COAST REPERTORY, Teddy’s leading performances 
earned praise from Top Critics - LA TIMES calling him “charismatic...very human young 
man” and BACKSTAGE WEST raves, "Holding fast to his every character is Culver, who 
takes not one false step on stage" 
 
As Writer/Director/Actor, Teddy’s film “The Boxer” (Co-Directed with David Au) won the 
GRAND PRIZE for SPIKE TV’s / CAPE Digital Shorts contest for his film. 
 
Nicole Sullivan – Maureen 
Nicole Sullivan, is one of the funniest actresses in Film and TV.  At least that’s what her 
mom and agent feel.  As a native New Yorker, Nicole has been acting since she was 
seven years old. She attended Northwestern University, where she spent four years 
studying the classics, including Shakespeare and Chekhov. After graduating on the Dean’s 
List, she joined the Greenwich Shakespeare Company.                

Her first job was on HERMAN’S HEAD  Which, she knows, dates her.  In 1995, Sullivan 
joined the original cast of FOX smash hit MADTV as their youngest cast member.  In the 
six years she worked on the Fox late night sketch comedy show, she played numerous 
memorable characters such as the Vancome Lady, Antonia, and Darlene McBride; and 
was noticed for her sometimes scathing impersonations of celebrities like Britney Spears 
and Meg Ryan.  (Although her Hilary Clinton impersonation left much to be desired.) 
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After MAD, she years she joined the cast of KING OF QUEENS as Holly, the dog-walker 
for 5 years. Other shows she's been on include SCRUBS, LAW & ORDER: SVU,  
BOSTON LEGAL, MONK, MY BOYS, WHITNEY, and most recently has been recurring on 
COUGAR TOWN playing Courtney Cox's  therapist.   

Nicole played Rita on 40 episodes of Lifetime’s RITA ROCKS. (Again, her mom has it all 
on her DVR if you’re interested.) She was also a series regular on shows such as HOT 
PROPERTIES, RAINES, SH*T MY DAD SAYS and Nick at Night’s WENDELL & VINNIE.  
As a comedic voice actor, Sullivan has lent her voice to numerous animated feature hits 
such as THE ANT BULLY and MEET THE ROBINSONS- and to a number of popular 
animated television shows, among them KIM POSSIBLE, FAMILY GUY, BUZZ 
LIGHTYEAR OF STAR COMMAND  and the Emmy award winning PENGUINS OF 
MADAGASCAR.            

Sullivan is married to branded merchandise salesman (aka the mob) Jason Packham, and 
lives in the Hollywood Hills with their sons Beckett, Dash and four rescue dogs, Paco, 
Funsies, Donut and Herman.  Herman is their least favorite.  Special Skills: Bonsai tree 
sculpturing (not really) Bird training (not really) and Driving poorly on the 101 (for realz). 

Aidan Bristow – Ian 
Aidan was born in Preston, England, and grew up in Perth Australia before making the US 
his home. He went to the College of William & Mary where he studied Finance and 
successfully got a job offer working on Wall Street with JP Morgan Chase. Film and 
Cinema have always been a love for Aidan as kid, and although he wasn’t sure he wanted 
to be an Actor he knew his path didn’t involve working 100 hour weeks in a bank. Upon 
coming to LA, he first interned in the finance department of Revelations Entertainment 
where he worked on film budgets. All the while, he pursued student films and went on 
auditions for small films. He took it upon himself to get training and has studied with David 
Giella, Larry Moss, Aaron Speiser, and at the Aquila/Morong studio. Since moving to LA 
Aidan has put together an impressive resume of feature films, and gotten to work on films 
with impressive talent such as Sally Kirkland, Michael Madsen, Sean Young, Don Stark, 
and Brad Blaisdale. He continues to audition, train, and steadily work his way to being the 
best at his craft.  
 
George Takei - George 
Best known for playing Sulu on the original STAR TREK TV series and six movies that 
followed, George Takei is unlikely social media royalty. Unofficially dubbed the King of 
Facebook, he counts 5.5 million fans in his online empire - including Trekkies, Howard 
Stern listeners, and the LGBTQ community - who devour his quirky mix of kitten jokes, Star 
Trek references, heartfelt messages, and sci-fi/fantasy memes. An outspoken advocate for 
lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender rights, Takei has used his unmistakable baritone in 
several satiric PSAs, including one in response to Tennessee's infamous "Don't Say Gay" 
bill that encourages viewers to say, "It's OK to be Takei." His current projects include the 
musical ALLEGIANCE, drawn from his experience of growing up in Japanese American 
internment camps during World War II, and the recently published "Oh Myyy! There Goes 
the Internet" and "Lions and Tigers and Bears: The Internet Strikes Back." 
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As told in his autobiography, To the Stars, published by Pocket Books in 1994, George 
was born in Los Angeles, California. With the outbreak of World War II, he and his family 
together with 120,000 other Japanese Americans were placed behind the barbed-wire 
enclosures of United States internment camps. George spent most of his childhood at 
Camp Rohwer in the swamps of Arkansas and at wind-swept Camp Tule Lake in northern 
California. 
 
George's family eventually returned to his native Los Angeles, which shaped his acting 
career. The motion picture studios -- their magical back lot sets visible behind tall fences - 
were alluring presences. Every grammar school skit, junior high drama club, and high 
school play became a stepping stone to realizing his not-so-secret dream of becoming an 
actor. 
 
After graduating from Los Angeles High School in 1956, George enrolled in the University 
of California at Berkeley. Later, he transferred to the University of California at Los 
Angeles, where he received a bachelor of arts in theater in 1960 and a master of arts in 
theater in 1964. He attended the Shakespeare Institute at Stratford-Upon-Avon in England 
and Sophia University in Tokyo, Japan. In Hollywood, he studied acting at the Desilu 
Workshop. 
 
In the international arena, George was appointed by President Clinton to the board of the 
Japan-United States Friendship Commission, where he served two terms. He is a member 
of the board of directors of the US-Japan Bridging Foundation. The Government of Japan 
recognized George's contribution to the Japan-United States relationship by giving him the 
Order of the Rising Sun, Gold Rays with Rosette. The decoration was conferred by His 
Majesty, Emperor Akihito, at the Imperial Palace in Tokyo in November 2004. 
 
A member of the Human Rights Campaign, the largest national lesbian, gay, bisexual, and 
transgender political organization, George was a spokesman for HRC's Coming Out 
Project. In April 2006, he embarked on a nationwide speaking tour called "Equality Trek" in 
which he talked about his life as a gay Japanese American. Star Trek's Leonard Nimoy 
presented George with HRC's Equality Award at its San Francisco gala dinner in July 
2007. 
 
George and his husband, Brad Takei, are residents of Los Angeles. They met while 
running with the Los Angeles Frontrunners in the early 1980s. Life partners for more than 
27 years, they were married on September 14, 2008, in the Democracy Forum of the 
Japanese American National Museum in Los Angeles. Brad's last name, Altman, was 
changed to Takei by decree of the Los Angeles Superior Court in 2011. 
 
Jamila Alina - Jenny 
Jamila Alina is a film, TV and theater actress and a native of Kazakhstan. In film, Jamila 
has appeared as the troublemaker Jet in an independent comedy THE LUCIDS and in a 
number of short films. On TV, she played a boutique buyer on THE YOUNG AND THE 
RESTLESS.  In theater, Jamila has performed at East West Players as Rachel in THE 
WIND CRIES MARY by Philip Kan Gotanda. With the Open Fist Theater, she performed in 
a sketch comedy FOODSEXWORKSLEEPGOD written and directed by Ron West; and in 
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various classical theater and contemporary plays including TRAVESTIES by Tom 
Stoppard, Helen in TROJAN WOMEN and Amelia Earhart in CHAMBER MUSIC. She 
attended American Academy of Dramatic Arts and iO West comedy improv school. 
 
Scott Keiji Takeda - James 
Scott Keiji Takeda grew up in Temple City, California. He began performing at the age of 9, 
participating in his school district’s annual musical theatre productions. Scott found that he 
not only had a knack for acting but a passion for it as well. He continued to perform 
throughout school and graduated from Pepperdine University with a B.A. in Theatre Arts. It 
was at Pepperdine that Scott had the opportunity to study under such renowned artists as 
Jason Alexander, Susan Egan, and Jason Robert Brown. Immediately following college, 
Scott made his critically acclaimed professional debut starring as Brian Lackey in East 
West Players’ production of MYSTERIOUS SKIN. Since then, Scott has remained active in 
the professional theatre scene, working with several different Los Angeles companies. His 
theatrical credits include SLICE, CHING CHONG CHINAMAN, ORDINARY DAYS, THE 
CHINESE MASSACRE (ANNOTATED), and LADY WINDERMERE’S FAN (a role being 
reprised in the summer of 2014). Scott has recently shifted his focus towards on-‐camera 
work. He has had parts in various short films including BOBA AND MELON GUM, LINEUP 
and ANGELHEADED. You can find Scott online in the science-‐fiction puppet series SCI-‐
FLYERS and in the soon to be released R.A.D. MEN. EAT WITH ME marks Scott’s feature 
film debut, which will be followed shortly by his role as Yoshi in the upcoming Disney film, 
ALEXANDER AND THE TERRIBLE, HORRIBLE, NO GOOD,VERY BAD DAY. For more 
information, visit Scott’s website at ww.ScottKeijiTakeda.com 
 
Burt Grinstead - Austin 
Burt Grinstead grew up with a desire to entertain: from cheesy, childhood magic shows to 
scoring touchdowns on the football field. Acting was an easy transition. He started when 
he was twelve-years old, appearing in commercials and bit parts on television. Theatre 
became his rock. In middle school, he joined an acting group that conquered some of 
theatre’s most challenging roles. After high school, he attended The American Academy of 
Dramatic Arts in New York City. Today, Burt continues to push his limits in the greater Los 
Angeles area.  
 
Theatre Credits: Off-Broadway - Will in THE GIRL IN THE PARK, Mitch in PHYSICAL, 
Albert Feather in LADIES IN RETIREMENT.  Los Angeles - Peter/Craig in DYING CITY 
(Ovation and LA Weekly Nominated), Clifford Anderson in DEATHTRAP (Nominated for an 
LA Weekly Award for Lead Actor)  Film and Television Credits: Josh in SEBASTIAN, 
Freddy in PAINT, NCIS, MY GEORGE (Hallmark Movie Channel), THE YOUNG & THE 
RESTLESS, CRIMINAL MINDS, MALIBU COUNTRY, DON’T TRUST THE B---- IN 
APARTMENT 23. 
 
Ken Narasaki - Ray 
Ken Narasaki has been acting professionally for 36 years and has performed on stages in 
Seattle, San Francisco, Chicago, New York, Los Angeles, and elsewhere in close to 60 
productions.  He's appeared in numerous television and film projects, including a starring 
role in a German television series ZWEI PROFIS and a supporting role in Lane 
Nishikawa's ONLY THE BRAVE.  He's also a playwright and story analyst. 
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EAT WITH ME  
CREDIT LIST 

 
Cast 

 
Emma – Sharon Omi 

Elliot – Teddy Chen Culver 
Maureen – Nicole Sullivan 

Ian – Aidan Bristow 
Jenny – Jamila Alina 
Ray – Ken Narasaki 

George – George Takei 
James – Scott Keiji Takeda 

Austin – Burt Grinstead 
 

Crew 
 

Production: 
Writer/Director – David Au 

Producer – David Au 
Producer – Joyce Liu-Countryman 

Producer – Michelle Ehlen 
Line Producer – John Schrad 

 
Director of Photography – Amanda Treyz 

Gaffer – Dustin Gardner 
1st AD – Rob Statwick 

2nd AD – Woody Somvichai 
 

Costume Designer – David Monster 
Production Designer – Susan Anderson 

Make-up/Hair – Ricky Flores 
 

Post-Production: 
Editor – David Au 
Colorist – Asa Fox 

Supervising Sound Editor, Re-recording Mixer – Walter New 
Foley Artist – Bridget Farrington 

Sound Editor – Ian Blackman 
 

Music Supervisor – Hit The Ground Running 
Composers – Unobahn 

Feature Music – Sam David 


